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Urban Landscapes

Sendai City is known as the "City of Trees" due to its beautiful characteristics. In order 
to protect the beautiful landscape that has developed over the years, the City of 
Sendai established the Urban Landscape Committee in 1985 as an internal committee 
devoted to implementing various landscape development projects in accordance with 
areas of architecture, greenery, waterfront, roads, history and culture. The City 
of Sendai also discussed with a number of academic experts, professionals and 
citizens how the Urban Landscape Committee should function in response to the 
urbanization of Sendai resulting from its designated city status. Following this 
discussion, the City of Sendai adopted the City of Trees Landscape Ordinance in 
March 1995.
Afterwards, the public interest increased towards aesthetic landscapes, including 
nationally-renowned beautiful streets, leading to the enactment of the Landscapes Act, 
a general law concerning the preservation of landscapes. Under the framework of this 
law, the City of Sendai revised the City of Trees Landscape Ordinance in March 
2009 to make even greater efforts to maintain the city’s best landscapes.
◆Sendai City "City of Trees" Landscape Plan
In accordance with the revision of the ordinance in March, 2009, the City of Sendai  
formulated Sendai City "City of Trees" Landscape Plan. The City of Sendai is aiming 
to develop attractive landscapes by utilizing the characteristics of Sendai as a city of 
trees. In order to construct favorable landscapes, the principle of constructing the 
landscape, restricted procedures, and other necessities were determined for each zone 
of specific districts and these matters are notified when building permissions are given 
or through official recommendation systems. 
The whole area of Sendai City was considered as a landscape plan area and was 
divided into eight zones according to the characteristics of each zone. The old castle 
town which was the origin of Sendai was placed as an Area of Particular 
Emphasized Landscape and divided into four zones with the purpose of utilizing the 
characteristics of each zone.
Regulations were made for each zone, regarding shapes, designs, heights, colors of 
buildings and afforestation. The thorough instructions on these matters are given to 
requestors or designers when issuing building permission.

◆Aesthetic Landscape Districts
Jozenji-dori Avenue District and Miyagino-dori Avenue District are specified as 
aesthetic landscape planning districts that were acknowledged in April 1998 and 
October 2005 as districts necessary for landscape planning promotion. These districts 
were then designated as aesthetic landscape districts in FY 2011. The Aoba-dori 
Avenue District and Miyagino-dori Avenue District were designated as aesthetic 
landscape districts in December 2015 and December 2016, respectively.
◆The City of Trees Aesthetically Important Buildings
Sendai has designated 8 buildings as aesthetically important buildings with the approval 
of the owners. These are historical and culturally significant buildings that harmonize 
with the surrounding environment.
◆Aesthetic Landscape Development Council
The City of Sendai is encouraging voluntary activities by residents who are trying to 
improve the landscape of areas, with certification provided by the Aesthetic Landscape 
Development Council. This council can provide the mayor with “proposals on the 
development of urban townscape.”

■Sendai City“City of Trees”Landscape Plan
　Eight Zone Map of Landscape Plan Area

Jozenji-dori Avenue District

Aoba-dori Avenue District

Miyagino-dori Avenue District

Ishibashiya: Designated in October, 2002

Jozenji-dori Avenue Development Council Aoba-dori Avenue Development Council

The Former Sennando Medicine
Store: Designated in March, 2004

Former Hariso Inn : 
Designated in December 2017

Promotion for appropriate education on how to create a comfortable living 
environment and community, through  basic condominium management seminars.
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Two themes of the 10-year housing policy 

Diversity Linking
Housing

Basic Vision Supporting Diversity and Linking Housing in the City of Trees

Policy vision (1) Improving the quality of housing stock for comfortable and 
secure living

Advancing appropriate maintenance, and updating of housing

Revitalization of the market for existing housing

Improving multilayered and flexible housing safety net functions

Responding to the housing needs of young people and 
households with children.

Developing housing options and a living environment for groups 
such as the elderly

Creating a good living environment to develop and nurture a city 
that is comfortable to live in

Improving housing through cooperation with various entities 
and fields

Basic Plan for Living

Succession of 
good-quality housing and 

a pleasant residential 
environment to the

next generation

Supporting the lives of 
people of different 
generations and 
diverse lifestyles

Basic Goal 1
Building housing stocks 
that will be handed down 
to future generations as 

high-quality assets

Basic Goal 2
Realizing varied 

lifestyles which anyone 
can live peacefully

Basic Goal 3
Creating a living environment that 

takes advantage of the 
characteristics of regions where 
different generations and diverse 
people interact and live together

The City of Sendai formulated the Basic Plan for Living in 2021 to create a safe and 
comfortable environment where anyone can live peacefully while respecting the 
individuality of each person, and to cherish a good living environment and 
connections in local communities that have been built up over the years.
The City to support the affluent lives of people of different generations and diverse 
lifestyles, to further improve the high-quality housing stocks and good living 
environment that have been created and pass them down to the next generation, and 
to realize a lifestyle that can only be experienced in Sendai. In order to realize this, 
the city will promote a variety of measures in a comprehensive and systematic 
manner in cooperation with citizens, businesses, NPOs, and other entities.

Basic Plan for Living -Supporting Diversity and Linking Housing in the City of Trees-

Promotion for the supply of municipal housing units with pleasant living environments. 

Policy vision (2)

Policy vision (3)

Policy vision (4)

Policy vision (5)

Policy vision (6)

Policy vision (7)

Policy vision (8)

A city where everyone can live peacefully
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■Outdoor Advertising Landscape Areas

Outdoor Advertising

The City of Sendai developed the Sendai City Outdoor Advertising Ordinance, based 
upon the Outdoor Advertising Law. The ordinance defines restrictions that apply when 
installing outdoor advertising, and was adopted to maintain scenic beauty, prevent 
public hazards and develop Sendai's landscape. In the Area of Particular Emphasized 
Landscape designated in the Sendai City “City of Trees” Landscape Plan, which was 
formulated based on the Landscapes Act, special standards for outdoor advertising are 
set for each zone, and detailed regulations and guidance that match the characteristics 
of each area are provided, including the designation of particular areas as the Outdoor 
Advertising Landscape Area under the Sendai City Outdoor Advertising Ordinance.
◆Prohibited Areas

The City of Sendai designated the following areas where advertising displays are 
prohibited under the Advertising Ordinance.
○Scenic Districts
○National, quasi-national, and prefectural natural parks, municipal parks, 

landscape districts, landscape preservation districts, prefectural natural resource 
preservation areas, greenery preservation areas, etc,
○National and important cultural properties, designated prefectural cultural 

properties, historical and scenic beauty areas, designated natural treasure areas, 
etc.
○Public offices, schools, libraries, museums, substations, public toilets, etc.
○Ancient tombs, cemeteries, crematoriums, temples, shrines, churches, etc.
○Environmentally protected areas based upon the Hirose River Preservation 

Ordinance
○Areas within 500 meters of the Tohoku Expressway, Sendai Tobu Toll Road, The 

sections of the Sanriku Jukan Expressway, Sendai Nambu Road and Tohoku 
Shinkansen Line within the city, as well as the areas within 500 meters of them 
(commercial districts are excluded; in urbanization promotion areas, only 
advertisements placed higher than the road surface are subject to restriction; rest 
areas and gas stations along the roads are excluded.)

○The sections of JR lines within the city

◆Permitted Areas
Sendai designated the following areas where advertising displays are permitted. The 
areas are divided by characteristics into three district categories and are valued based 
on the balance between scenic beauty and industrial promotion in the permitted areas.
○Category I permitted areas
　→Outside City Planning Areas
　→Urbanization Promotion Areas
　→Category II Low-rise Exclusive Residential Zones
○Category II permitted areas
　　・ Areas other than Category I and III Permitted Areas
　　・ Category III Permitted areas
　→Neighborhood Commercial Zones
　→Commercial Zones
　→Quasi-industrial Zones
　→Industrial Zones
　→Within 30m from the following roadsides between certain intervals:
　　・ Route 4
　　・ Route 45
　　・ Sendai-Shiogama Road
　　・ Sendai-Matsushima Road

Standards for Class 1 authorized areas apply to the premises of public facilities and 
other areas, regardless of if they are Class 2 or Class 3 authorized areas.
◆Outdoor Advertising Landscape Areas
The areas which were determined as the Area of Particular Emphasized Landscape by 
the Landscape Plan, were designated as Outdoor Advertising Landscape Districts, 
under Sendai City Outdoor Advertising Ordinance. To these area, Advertising 
Installation Standards, more concrete standards in light of the landscape plan than the 
present permit standards, and Advertising Inducement Standards, which recommends 
more favorable advertising are applied.
Advertising Inducement Standards stipulate matters which should be recommended in 
order to create good landscapes. The standards are also taken in the agreements 
which are made for each building on a voluntary base.
◆Outdoor Advertising Model Districts
The Jozenji-dori District, the Miyagino-dori District, and the Aoba-dori District are 
designated as Outdoor Advertising Model Districts to maintain the beautiful landscape 
of Sendai as an advertisement landscape based on the Advertising and Landscape 
Standard.

【Prohibited area】
Special Environmental Conservation Area

【Prohibited area】
Scenic Districts

【Prohibited area】
Environmental Conservation Area
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Axis of greenery / exchanges /
liveliness(Axis of getting around)
Arcade
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* It is considered that emergency 
development areas for urban 
redevelopment will be expanded in 
the future.

Key zone for urban
function improvement
A zone surrounded by areas 
that form the urban framework 
and its adjacent zones

Kotodai and 
Jozenji-dori Avenue area

‒ A place for cultural exchange 
   and civic activities

An area where various civic activities are conducted and 
everyday vitality and various exchanges are created in an 
amenity-rich public space that covers Jozenji-dori Avenue, 
the Civic Plaza, and the Ichibancho district

An area that is home to local contents and 
connects each area

Aoba-dori and Ichibancho area
An area that enhances the quality and functions of the local 
community mainly through commercial exchanges and 
liveliness and brings vitality and encounters to the community

‒ A place of encounters
  full of vitality

Tachimachi / Omachi /
Sakanamachi / Honcho area

Arcade image

Sendai Station area ‒ The center of Sendai City that leads 
   the development of the Tohoku region

An area that is home to commercial and business functions 
that play a central role in the Tohoku region and supports 
wide-area exchanges as a gateway to the Tohoku region

Kitayama・Miyamachi
Neighborhood Zone

Hirose River Vicinity
Zone

Aobayama・Mt.Dainennji Zone
Downtown Business Zone

Jozenji
-dori

Sendai
StationAoba-do
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■Sendai City Center Redevelopment Project ‐Future Image for the City Center

The City of Sendai has been involved in the Sendai City Center 
Redevelopment Project since July 2019 to redevelop the city center, which 
is the central hub for economic activities and various exchanges, and is 
aiming to move on to the next stage of earthquake disaster 
reconstruction. This project aims to enhance urban functions 
through various challenging activities in cooperation with residents 
and business operators to realize a vibrant city that continues to generate 
liveliness, various exchanges, and continuous economic vitality by taking 
advantage of the characteristics of Sendai City, which is also called the 
City of Trees. The project will be implemented until FY 2030.
◆Future Image for the City Center and Policy Directions
“A vibrant  city center with distinct characteristics as the City of Trees 
which is  selected as a place for work and entertainment”
(1) City center where innovations  that lead the Tohoku region are created 

Aiming to create a city center that is selected as a place to work, where 
advanced urban functions are accumulated and various innovations that 
attract investments from home and abroad are created

  [Policy direction] Linking the creation of high-performance offices to 
attracting businesses; Establishing a hub for business startups, etc.

(2) City center that generates new vitality which makes the city a hub for 
various exchanges in the Tohoku region

   Aiming to create a city center where people from both home and abroad 
can gather and enjoy themselves, by creating new vitality and 
attractiveness in a spacious areas produced through the integration of 
public space and private land

  [Policy direction] Increasing spending in the area by tourists and 
participants in MICE events through the development of hands-on 

Sendai City Center Redevelopment Project
programs and the improvement of the environment for accepting these 
groups; Revitalizing shopping districts in urban areas; Improving the 
traffic environment with the aim of enhancing ease of access around in 
the city center, etc.

(3) City center that has distinct characteristics as the City of Trees
   Aiming to create a city center with distinct characteristics as the City of 

Trees where each street and area shows its individuality in the green 
urban environment that creates an aura of rest and relaxation, while 
taking advantage of high disaster resilience and a beautiful environment

  [Policy direction] Establishing a safe, secure, and comfortable urban 
environment that is selected from the perspective of the diversification of 
corporate risks; Promoting area management which takes advantage of 
the characteristics of streets and areas; Developing the city through 
renovation, etc.

◆Measures for major projects (As of October 2021)
The City of Sendai has developed the following measures when aging 
buildings are rebuilt and office space is expanded. Through the integration 
of ICT companies and head office functions, the measures aim to create a 
virtuous cycle that will lead to the attraction of private investment in the 
region. 
・Creating the Sendai City Grant Program for the Promotion of Rebuilding 

in the City Center
・Easing restrictions on the floor-area ratio with a focus on the creation of 

high-performance offices
・Improving and expanding the Sendai City Subsidy Program for Urban 

Redevelopment Projects
・Consideration toward the expansion of emergency development areas 

for urban redevelopment
・Strengthened the “Subsidy Program for the Promotion of Attracting 

Companies” 
・Formulated the “Policy to Promote the Development of Green Buildings”


